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expect to be exposed and to submit to the drudgery thro' final success could alone be hoped for.
* He listened to me with marked attention and, when I had fi: said, with much feeling, that his own subsequent reflection had misgivings in respect to the adaptation of the gentlemen ] selected for the particular concerns with which they were charged and that the views I had expressed convinced him e that his course., tho5 well meant, had been an unwise one, addii nothing could afford him more satisfaction than to be able tc the offers he had made if he could do so in a way ° perfectly c exit with what was due to his own honor and to the feelings gentlemen to whom he had tendered them, which we were could not be done. But as his offers had neither been accepted fused, tho' considerable time had elapsed since they had been the prominence of the subjects referred to in the public mil the desire that would naturally be felt by the parties particuls terested and by the friends of the Administration to see prom effective measures adopted to remedy what the latter had re as failures on the part of our predecessors, suggested the pr< of writing to those gentlemen assigning the reasons for speedy and inviting them to give definite answers upon the point of ; ance and to be ready, if they accepted, to start upon their res missions as early as the first of August then next, which wouL them four months for preparation. To this he cordially a^ and I promised to prepare the letters for his inspection.
The missions in respect to which changes were resolved u that interview were those to England, France and Spain.   I last he invited me to suggest a name.   I proposed that of Mr. bury,1 which he promptly accepted.   He had served with him Senate and as no member of the Cabinet had been taker New England he considered his location fortunate.   I wrote Woodbury oil the spot.2
In my letter I expressed a confident belief that " in the ] state of things his talents (of which no one had a higher c than myself)  would enable him to render essential service Country and acquire great credit to himself and that I was 8

